Tasting is organised every Wednesday in two round starting whether at 4:45 or at
7:00 pm and finishing up at 7:00 or at 9:25 pm
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Prepack: we will send you an email with a map and basic instructions on how
to get to the starting point
0-15 min: welcome at the starting point, a host will welcome and provide you
with some explanations on what is tasting about and the history of the place you
are meeting.
15-45 min: stroll to the vegetable garden of Andreu, together with your host you
will walk down to the house of Andreu. In the way, your host will tell you about
some stories of the village, its history and its landscape. The stroll is about 1 km
length and in the way you can spot former windmills, the remains of unspoiled
original local forests and even Roman ovens.
45 min-1 h: Andreu’s introduction. Andreu will introduce himself and his
vegetable gardens from where you will enjoy the astonishing views and the
knowledge and stories he knows about the villaje and organic agricultura.
1h --- 1h30min: stroll in the vegetable garden, Andreu will explain you his plots
and plants, showing you some rare ones (like the peanut plants which is a
typical crop in the area) and explaining you some tasks you may want to do
with the tomato plants. He will also help you grab the tomatoes you will taste
afterwards.
1h30 min --- 2h: tomato tasting, you will taste the tomatoes in the very place where
they are grown together with some other veggies you may have been able to grab
from his vegetable gardens. During the tasting we will show you some special local
recipes and presentations we bet you have never cook before.
2h --- 2h15min: stroll back to the starting point, you will continue the circular
path, without the host this time, towards the starting point where you would have
park your cars. The stroll is about 1 km length, ascendant this time, and you will be
able to see a former Arab settlement and well and numerous vegetable gardens
from the neighbours (there is even one where one of the neighbours spends the
summer sitting for selling his own production to the pass byers).

A group at the plots

Cutting the tomatoes
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Hat or cap
- Sun cream
Appropriate shoes and clothes (closed shoes are advisable for
comfortable walking)

The experience includes a round stroll, around 2 km long (upwards the way back) though good
surface roads or paths. It is a light stroll, apt for people in wheel chair (though they would need
help from someone that can help them out in the slopes if the way back).

BASIC DATA OF THE EXPERIENCE
-

MAX SIZE OF GROUP: 15 PEOPLE
NUMBER OF HOSTS ACCOMPANYING THE GROUP: 1 and Andreu (speaking
English)
DATES: every Wednesday (two rounds)

PRICE (per person)
-

Basic net price:
Service fee:
Additional services:
VAT:
TOTAL gross price:

11.4€
5€
0€
3,1€
19,5€

The price includes: welcome at the meeting point, 1 host speaking in English translating and
guiding; hosting of Andreu; final tasting of the veggies with bread, olive oil, wine water and some
surprise ingredient.
The price does not include: transportation, other meals & drinks, insurance or any service not
mentioned in the paragraph above
* Payment of the price implies that you have read and accepted the terms and conditions ruling
all activities and holidays of to the core of things s.l.u
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